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Executive summary
This Annual Report records progress made by the Waikato Regional Council (WRC) in
implementing the 2008-2013 Waikato Regional Pest Management Plan (RPMP),
previously referred to as the Regional Pest Management Strategy (RPMS). It covers
the period from 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014. The Annual Report is a statutory
requirement under section 100B(2) of the Biosecurity Act 1993.
Key achievements or project outcomes for the year are summarised below:


Extensive alligator weed control carried out in the Waikato River delta area
under the new region-wide consent. Approximately 80 hectares within the
2,200 hectare delta area treated for alligator weed where the main infestation is
present.



Participation in a joint agency response following the discovery of kauri dieback
on the Coromandel Peninsula. WRC staff were involved in aerial and ground
surveillance, soil sampling and community engagement.



Excellent possum control results are a credit to WRC’s dedicated contractors.
Ground control results continue to exceed the targets for all areas treated. Also
a highlight was the result of the Whareorino bush aerial operation, where no
possums were caught during monitoring.



Implementation of the ‘Possum Plus’ project, involving the amalgamation of 17
PPCAs in the NW Waikato into three new management areas, tendered as
multi-year contracts for possum control service delivery from 2014/15 onwards.



Continued work on Project Halo with maintenance rat and possum control
undertaken in seven operational sites. Results show low rat numbers are
being maintained at these crucial bird nesting areas, with all sites meeting the
5% rat tracking index (RTI) requirement.



Ongoing maintenance of the koi carp trap and digester at Lake Waikare, and
development of a business case for the expansion of pest fish removal in the
lower Waikato catchment.



Wallaby surveillance programme using a wallaby detection dog in conjunction
with trail camera surveillance proved very successful, with possible breeding
populations identified at two sites.



The development and trial of a rook trapping project, involving construction and
deployment of a trap and implementing trials using ‘judas rooks’.



Privet allergy trial undertaken to assess if privet pollen causes an allergic
response. A group of 32 volunteers who believed they were affected by privet
were tested with only one positive allergic result found.



A number of biological control agent releases carried out for woolly nightshade
lace bug, tradescantia leaf beetle and broom gall mite.

An operational surplus of $868,349 resulted at 30 June 2014. This surplus was
primarily the result of expenditure carried forward for the Possum Plus project.
The Department of Conservation (DOC) undertook work to satisfy RPMP Crown
exacerbator obligations for controlling climbing spindleberry, woolly nightshade, ginger,
gorse, broom, privet, pampas, possums and alligator weed, totalling $141,000 for the
year.
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Challenges for 2014/15 include:


Implementing the new Regional Pest Management Plan, with new pests, new
rules and new approaches for some pests, including managing marine pests.



Working with large entities such as Kiwi Rail to ensure their obligations are
being met with regard to pest plants on land they manage.



Understanding the new DOC structure and ensuring partnership programmes
are continued and enhanced and new projects are commenced where
appropriate.



Working with MPI over new directions for their work and understanding the
various relationships and needs where regional responses may be required;
and



Assimilating biosecurity work into a new council directorate, titled Integrated
Catchment Management, following an organisational restructure during
2013/14.

The Regional Pest Management Plan is an important enabling and regulatory
document. The challenge for WRC is to meet increasing demands, making sure its
processes are sound and its decisions fair and reasonable. This needs the continued
cooperation and involvement of all land occupiers in the region.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Background
The Biosecurity Act 1993 (‘the Act’) guides pest management in New Zealand. The Act’s
main purpose is to prevent new pests from entering the country through border control
surveillance and to facilitate management of pests that are already established in the
country. Regional councils are responsible for the latter task. The Act enables the
Waikato Regional Council (WRC) to develop an approach to pest management specific
to the region’s needs and expectations by developing a Regional Pest Management Plan
(RPMP).
Under the RPMP, (or ‘the Plan’) the responsibility for most pest control work lies with
landowners and occupiers. WRC has responsibilities to ensure land occupiers are aware
of, and meet, their obligations for pest management on their properties. The council will
also undertake direct pest control where there is clear justification and regional benefit.
The biosecurity function is funded by a targeted rate on all properties, shown specifically
on rate invoices.
The 2008-2013 Regional Pest Management Plan (RPMP) was operative from December
2008 and remained in force until 28 August 2014. Under section 100B(1) of the
Biosecurity Act the Council, as management agency, must prepare an operational plan
for the RPMP and report annually on its implementation, within five months of the end of
the financial year (section 100B(2)).
In September 2012, the Biosecurity Law Reform Act was passed into law, bringing a
wide range of amendments to the Biosecurity Act. One of the most significant changes is
that regional pest management plans must not be inconsistent with the “Proposed
National Policy Direction for Pest Management Plans and Programmes” (NPD) currently
being developed by central government. Initially to be completed in late 2012, most
recent indications are that the NPD will be delayed until 2015. The Council therefore
needed to begin the review of its RPMP before the policy direction was available.
The Regional Pest Management Plan (RPMP) proposal (changing “strategy” to “plan”
was another change made by the Biosecurity Act amendments) was released in March
2013. The final Plan was adopted by the Council on 26 September 2013. However,
some portions of the Plan were appealed through the Environment Court.
Due to the appeals process, the RPMS 2008-2013 remained in force until those appeals
were resolved. The new RPMP as amended by the settlement of appeals was finally
adopted on 28 August 2014 and will remain in force until August 2024.The Council has
done its best to ensure the RPMP is compliant with the working draft of the NPD. A final
assessment of consistency will need to be made after the NPD is finally released.
This Annual Report covers the work programme undertaken for the period 1 July 2013 to
30 June 2014. It notes progress made against objectives and performance measures
contained in the Council’s 2013/14 Waikato Regional Pest Management Strategy
Operational Plan and expands on these objectives where appropriate. Financial
information is in summary form only.
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1.2 RPMP implementation programmes
Each pest in the 2008-2013 RPMP was placed into one of three management
categories1, based on different criteria (for example, effects, distribution, density and the
control methods available):


Eradication pest
A pest with limited distribution or density. The desirable end goal is eradication,
although ‘zero density’ is more practical to achieve over time. WRC will fund and
undertake control of these pests such as rooks and alligator weed, including
providing advice and information and monitoring control progress.



Containment pest
A pest that is well established in the region. The goal is to prevent harmful effects on
the environment, health or the economy and, where practicable for some pests,
reduce the area affected. Land occupiers are required to control plant pests under
this category either across the whole property (‘total control’, such as woolly
nightshade), or along a property boundary (‘boundary control’, such as gorse).



Potential pest
A pest of concern that WRC will monitor and record to ensure it doesn’t become
widely established in the region (such as fringed water lily or velvet leaf). Control of
these pests may be undertaken at any time if required.

WRC achieves practical pest management through the following methods:


Direct control
The council funds and undertakes the control of 15 high threat pest plants and up to
six pest animals in a ‘pest-led’ management approach. Control of relevant pests will
also be undertaken in areas of high ecological significance on private land in the
region, under a ‘site-led’ approach.



Community initiatives
Communities with particular pest problems sometimes want to make a combined
local effort. WRC can assist communities with group facilitation and limited funding.
The council can also help with initial pest control to reduce numbers to manageable
levels or provide ‘seed’ money to help get the group started.



Information and advice
To help landowners control pests, WRC provides practical advice through factsheets,
the council’s website (www.waikatoregion.govt.nz), field or demonstration days, and
through a direct freephone link to authorised staff or pest contractors in the region
(0800 BIOSECURITY - 0800 246 732).



Monitoring/surveillance
Regular property inspections make sure strategy rules are being adhered to.
Monitoring is also undertaken before and after most pest control operations to

1

Note: under the new RPMP these three categories are replaced with five new ones, in accordance with the proposed
NPD:

Exclusion – prevent the establishment;

Eradication – from known sites, achievement of zero density;

Progressive containment – contain and reduce infestations;

Sustained control – ongoing management to prevent externalities;

Site-led control – manage to protect a site or values at a site.
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ensure control targets are achieved. Surveillance identifies new pest problems in the
region and in neighbouring regions, and helps ensure that current problems are not
getting worse.


Enforcement
Fair and reasonable rules, prescribed in the Plan, require landowners to control pests
to a specific standard. Every effort is made to achieve voluntary compliance.
However, an enforcement procedure is available and used where appropriate.



Biological control
WRC participates in a national collective which funds research into biological control
agents for pests, such as pampas and tutsan. The council also releases a number of
known and approved plant pest biological control agents.

Pest control work is mostly contracted. Biosecurity pest plant contractors in five contract
areas have primary responsibility for monitoring, advisory, surveillance and enforcement
activities. Coromandel and Hamilton City pest plant functions are carried out by staff
based in Whitianga and Hamilton, respectively. Physical control is undertaken by
registered chemical applicators as required.
Animal pest contractors vie for a number of possum and rat control contracts through a
comprehensive tender process. Goat control tendering is generally done in conjunction
with DOC, using their tendering process and WRC funding appropriate portions where
private land is involved.
Other biosecurity staff in Hamilton are responsible for contract management, landowner
consultation, developing awareness programmes, political liaison, budgeting and
reporting.

1.3 Giving effect to the 2008-2013 plan
Monitoring the performance of the council
This Annual Report documents whether the council’s Biosecurity group is:
 Undertaking the stated work programmes;
 Achieving stated objectives;
 Acting on complaints and enquiries; and,
 Implementing the RPMP within budget.
The 2008-2013 RPMP Annual Report may be subject to the scrutiny of Audit New
Zealand. A copy of WRC’s Annual Report for 2013/14 is available to the public and
should be read to give a wider picture of WRC’s roles, responsibilities and achievements
in managing the region’s environment. While there is no formal channel for submissions
to be made or heard, WRC welcomes feedback on the content of either report at any
time.
Monitoring effects of the 2008-2013 plan
The RPMP must specify how the effects of the Plan are to be monitored. The term
‘effect’ covers two areas:
 the effectiveness of the Plan in terms of achieving the objectives; and,
 the environmental effects of Plan implementation.
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The bulk of this report should go a long way towards satisfying the first point. The
second point, however, is more difficult to quantify. The following discussion looks at a
number of environmental effects of implementation of the Plan.
Monitoring the effects of pest management activities on the environment is a requirement
under the Biosecurity Act and is consistent with the Resource Management Act 1991.
While some monitoring has been carried out as part of internal audit checks, a
comprehensive investigation or report has not been compiled by the council. However,
the following points highlight positive and negative environmental effects of pest
management activities.
Positive effects


Pest populations controlled to target levels - it is not practicable to eradicate the
vast majority of plant and animal pests from the region with the current levels of
funding and methods available. However, significant gains are being made in
specific high priority areas, such as rook control, possum control in priority parts of
the region and alligator weed control across the region, at known sites.



Output/outcome monitoring - success of operations to control animal pests is
relatively easy to determine. The long term and more difficult assessment is whether
native ecosystems are being satisfactorily restored. WRC is part of a project run by
Landcare Research, developing national indicators for use by best control agencies
to monitor ecosystem health.



Environmental education - WRC advocates for best practice protocols and
management options such as GROWSAFE© certification (or alternative) of pest plant
contractors. The information/educational programmes undertaken contribute to
positive environmental outcomes by attempting to change attitudes and behaviour.
However, the difficulty of how to measure the success of these initiatives remains.

Negative effects


WRC uses a range of pesticides, herbicides and biological control agents to
effectively manage many pests. There is a wealth of information on the actual and
potential effects of these methods and WRC aims to keep at the forefront of new
technology. Using any one method persistently is not advantageous, but the
consequences of doing nothing are such that the region cannot afford to not act and
let areas be destroyed by pests. The key is to minimise the adverse effects of the
various methods on the environment and ensure communication is open and
accurate. WRC has developed a corporate sustainability policy which aims to better
manage toxins/herbicides used in the environment and in as a sustainable way as
possible.



WRC is governed by very tight legislation and industry operating procedures for the
use of controlled substances such as cyanide, DRC 1080 and DRC 1339 under the
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act (HSNO). Extensive consultation and
public notification is required and WRC is committed to continually improving
consultation with landowners. Residue in the environment and deaths of non-target
species are important issues, which the scientific community are continually
investigating.



The issue of spray drift is addressed in the Waikato Regional Plan. Contractors
employ best practices and adhere to regional plan requirements when controlling
pest plants on WRC’s behalf.
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Overall, the Council’s view is that the positive benefits of the Plan outweigh the negative
effects.

1.4 Report format
This Annual Report should be read in conjunction with the previous Waikato Regional
Pest Management Strategy, 2008-2013 and the 2013/14 RPMS Operational Plan.
The implementation of the RPMP is undertaken by separate pest plant and pest animal
teams. However, reporting of their work is based on expected community outcomes to
manage regional biosecurity. Rather than having separate plant and animal pest
programmes, WRC previously decided to focus on the anticipated outcomes of pest
control, in relation to: production, public threat/health and the environment. Potential
pest problems are a fourth category of focus.
Section two focuses on two case studies highlighting some of the biosecurity related
activities carried out.
Section three of this report deals with pest management projects under the four outcome
areas. Under each RPMP activity area, performance measures have been listed in the
left hand columns. The comments in the right hand column note the achievements made
for each performance measure. If the performance measure has not been met the
reasons are noted. A statement from DOC regarding their RPMP-related pest control
obligations and achievements for 2013/14 is provided at the end of the section.
Appendix one contains a summarised list of the agrichemicals used by WRC in relation
to implementing the RPMP for direct control pests. It is not the intention to note for each
activity or project the specific toxin(s) used, e.g. for possum control there may be up to
six used in different combinations for any one operation. The list is split into those used
for pest plant control and then those used for animal pest control. Relevant page
numbers are referred to where relevant.
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2

Case studies

2.1 Privet allergy testing
Background
Privet is an evergreen shrub or tree that rapidly invades bush margins and waste areas.
There are two types of privet in the Waikato region, tree privet (Ligustrum lucidum) and
Chinese privet (Ligustrum sinense). Both species are native to China, and were originally
introduced into New Zealand as ornamental hedging. Due to its adaptive nature and
ability to tolerate a wide range of environmental conditions, privet is able to outcompete
and displace native plants, making it a very successful invasive species. By the 1950s
privet had escaped home gardens and spread throughout most of New Zealand.
Tree privet grows up to 10 meters high. The leaves are oval and glossy, and clusters of
small, cream coloured flowers are very noticeable because of their fragrance from
November to March. The fruits are bluish or purple-black.

Photo 1

Tree privet (Ligustrum species) in flower

Chinese privet is a smaller tree that grows to five meters high. It has dull green leaves,
and white fragrant flowers seen from September to December. The fruits are dull black.
Both species are spread by birds eating the berries.
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Photo 2

Chinese privet in flower

WRC receives many enquires and complaints about privet. The main concern is that
privet is perceived to be causing health problems. Privet flowers have a very strong smell
which some people find irritating. The pollen and scent of privet is believed to contribute
to respiratory disorders such as asthma and hay fever in some people. However,
research has shown that privet is not a strong allergen for most people.
Privet allergy testing
In 2013, a joint study between WRC and Hawke’s Bay Regional Council was undertaken
to look at what percentage of people are actually allergic to privet pollen. Below is a
summary of the report from the Auckland Allergy Clinic who undertook this study.
A total of 32 people from the Waikato and Hawke’s Bay regions were self-selected for
the trial because they had complained that their seasonal allergy symptoms were being
triggered by privet. Participants were given a short questionnaire to fill out and were then
‘skin prick’ tested for privet, along with other common aeroallergens in New Zealand.
These included house dust mite, cat, dog, Alternaria (mould), grass mix, English plantain
(a common weed), birch, and olive, along with a positive (histamine) and negative
(normal saline) control.
Based on this study, only four of the 32 tested that had seasonal rhinitis due to strong
sensitivities to other pollens (grasses, plantain, and birch) had very minor sensitivities to
privet. In all four people, the other pollens were considered to be the cause of their
symptoms, and the minor privet sensitivity was considered to be a cross-reaction from
other pollens they were allergic to. Therefore, in 100 per cent of the people surveyed, the
symptoms were not caused by privet. The majority (87.5 per cent) had an allergy to
grasses, weeds or trees. Some were allergic to house dust mites, pets or moulds and
31.25 per cent did not have any allergies.

Doc # 3117765/v2
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The Auckland Allergy Clinic concluded that in New Zealand privet should not be
considered as a significant allergen. Most of the people experiencing symptoms during
the privet flowering season are reacting to the more allergenic pollens like grasses,
weeds (mainly English plantain), or trees like birch and olive. All these plants have a
flowering season that overlaps with the privet flowering season. Privet is very fragrant,
and its strong smell, like all perfumes, can be an irritant to some asthmatics and others
with rhinitis from any cause.
Conclusion
This project was deemed necessary to support a new policy direction for privet in the
new RPMP. Privet remains a pest for environmental and health related reasons.
However, given the results of this study a positive allergy test will be required under the
RPMP before WRC can require a privet tree to be removed on health grounds.

Photo 3

Tree privet in Thames

2.2 Wallaby surveillance
surveillance

dog

and

trail

camera

Background
Dama wallaby (Macropus eugenii) were first introduced to New Zealand on Kawau Island
in the 1870s. A later release took place around the southern end of Lake Okareka near
Rotorua in 1912, with further liberations taking place around 1940. By the 1950s they
had become well established in the central Bay of Plenty and a small number of
sightings were being reported in the Waikato region.
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Wallabies feed on native vegetation, young forestry plantings and pasture, and can
cause considerable damage. The dama wallaby is a major threat to indigenous forests
As a result the dama wallaby is considered a pastoral and environmental pest.

Photo 4

Wallaby impact on Kawau Island (image courtesty of NPCA)

Dama wallabies are relatively small, an adult weighing about 5kg, and with an overall
body length approximately 0.8 to 1 metre. Fur is grey-brown above, pale grey below with
red/brown shoulders. The tail is tapering, uniform coloured and well furred.

Doc # 3117765/v2
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Photo 5

Dama wallaby (image courtesy of NPCA)

The Council’s long term objective under the RPMP is to achieve zero density of wallabies
in the Waikato region, and change the goal from progressive containment to an
eradication or exclusion programme. Ecological integrity of high value biodiversity sites is
to be maintained or enhanced.
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Figure 1

Wallaby distribution in Waikato and Bay of Plenty regions from 1947 - 2014
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Current distribution in the Waikato region
Distribution surveys undertaken by the Waikato and Bay of Plenty Regional Councils in
2000 and again in 2007 highlighted that wallabies have spread some distance from the
historic core range (refer to figure 1) through natural and, in some instances, humanassisted dispersal (Commins & Clements 2001; Keyzer 2007).
Past survey methods have relied on the public reporting wallaby sightings. The problem
with this method is that information received is reactive meaning the wallaby may have
been present at locations for some time before the information is received. Another
drawback is that key sectors of the public must receive requests for information, know
what they are looking for, be willing to cooperate and be active at wallaby locations in
order for most wallabies to be detected.
Survey coverage is therefore likely to be incomplete and exact coverage unknown
except where landowners have been contacted. Additionally, itinerant animals or low
density populations are relatively inconspicuous, particularly during daylight hours, and
may be missed even by those who frequent an area.
A handful of satellite populations have been detected along with numerous confirmed
sightings of itinerant animals. As a result it must be assumed that unknown populations
and individuals also exist. The number of animals already outside of the gazetted range
is of concern and has highlighted the need for an increased level of public awareness
and surveillance effort.
Wallaby surveillance dog and trail camera surveillance
Since 2012, WRC has increased the surveillance effort of wallabies, focusing along the
regional boundary with the Bay of Plenty in an attempt to determine the true distribution
of wallabies within the Waikato region. Surveillance efforts have focused on the private
land, forestry and DOC land from the Mamaku Plateau, SH5 south towards the Horo
Horo bluffs.
This has been achieved with the assistance of Wildlife Contractors Ltd (WCL) and Lotte,
a purposely trained wallaby detection dog. Lotte and handler Guus Knopers, have gone
through a rigorous training programme and are certified under DOC’s Predator Dog
Programme.
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Photo 6

Guus Knopers (Wildlife Contractors Ltd) and wallaby detection dog Lotte

Lotte has been trained to ignore many of the other animal scents she might encounter
during the day and concentrate on indicating only the presence of wallabies. When a
strong indication is received from Lotte, a visual search of the area is undertaken in an
attempt to locate any wallaby tracks, hair or scat that can be used to help confirm the
‘positive’ presence of wallabies. Any hair or scat samples found are then sent away for
DNA analysis. A positive wallaby location is only confirmed if a visual sighting or one of
three indicators (footprints, hair or scat) is confirmed as being that from a wallaby.
Sometimes it is extremely difficult to locate any of these visual indicators and WRC is
unable to record these locations as a ‘positive’ location. Often these sites will be revisited
by Guus and Lotte. Recently, in an effort to improve the chance of detections in these
situations, WRC has invested in trialling trail camera technology.
Trail cameras are established in the areas where no visible indicators have been located.
This also allows Guus to carry on and survey additional areas without having to double
back and re-check previous indications. The cameras are situated in the most promising
location close to where Lotte has indicated, and are left in place for three to four weeks.
At the end of this time they are retrieved and the photos taken are analysed in the hope
that an image of a ‘positive’ wallaby sighting can be confirmed.

Doc # 3117765/v2
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Photo 7

A trail camera set up and ready to go

Staff have found that combining the two surveillance techniques is proving to be very
effective. Not only does it speed up the surveillance effort, but it is proving that a higher
detection probability is gained.
In the 2013/14 year Wildlife Contractors Ltd staff and Lotte, surveyed 293 kilometres of
forestry roads, privately owned and DOC land. This has resulted in several new ‘positive’
locations being indentified, and with the introduction the trail camera technology we were
able to indentify two sites where possible breeding populations may have established.
WRC was able to determine this by photos taken from site which provided images with
more than one wallaby present.
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Photo 8

Photo taken from a trail camera in the Mamaku Forest, indicating the presence
of a potential breeding population

Conclusion
WRC will continue with the wallaby surveillance programme throughout the region until
we are confident that we know the true extent of wallaby dispersal within the region.
Control operations will be mounted where it is cost effective and appropriate to do so.

Doc # 3117765/v2
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3

Progress in implementing the plan

3.1 The financials
The original RPMP expenditure budget for 2013/14 was $7,175,273. A number of
changes made within budgets during the year which explains some variances. WRC is
required to report against budgeted annual plan figures, not revised figures.
Actual expenditure for the year was $5,858,282, a surplus of $1,316,991 on that
budgeted. However, an overall operational surplus of $868,349 was achieved when
taking into account revenue received and carried forward expenditure. The table below
summarises the end of year financial positions under the four programme headings.

Expenditure

Original
Budget
($)

Actual
Expenditure
($)

Difference
($)

Net
Surplus
(Deficit)

Production pests
Direct control

101,749

132,436

(30,687)

(22,623)

78,532

56,848

21,684

18,684

148,843

96,015

52,828

55,441

188,325

169,242

19,083

(10,569)

1,207,552

1,494,575

(287,023)

(173,095)

Compliance plants

396,174

336,585

59,589

(11,008)

Priority catchments

306,720

151,221

155,499

155,499

3,442,282

1,939,427

1,502,855

1,175,256

855,794

792,150

63,644

34,863

Potential pests

139,979

145,244

(5,265)

(40,265)

National partnerships

309,323

544,539

(235,216)

(313,834)

7,175,273

5,858,282

Compliance
Public threats pests
Direct control/compliance
Environmental pests
Direct control animals
Direct control plants

Priority possums
Priority biodiversity
Potential pests

Totals

1,316,991

868,349

An operational surplus of $868,349 resulted at 30 June 2014. This surplus was primarily
a result of carryovers of $1,256,875 requested for the Possum Plus project which is
described in more detail below.
As a result of budgeted work unable to be completed, the following carry-over requests
were endorsed by the Council in August 2014 (totalling $1,826,013) amending 2014/15
budgets to include:
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$5,539 for Direct control animals to complete dama wallaby detection work due to
contractor unavailability;



$8,649 for Direct control production pests to combine with budget for 14/15 to
complete control on those sites that were not able to be completed in 13/14;



$29,526 for regional priority biodiversity sites, for ongoing work at existing sites
delayed due to factors such as weather conditions, contractor availability, or
issues being more severe than anticipated;



$54,876 for completion of Oparau possum control. Extension to the completion
date was agreed at contract acceptance and will be completed in the 2014/15
financial year;



$149,372 for completion of Waipa Puniu 2 possum control. Extension to the
completion date was agreed at contract acceptance and will be completed in the
2014/15 financial year;



$40,000 for possum control for Karioi North due to low possum numbers and the
work of the community. This work will be completed in the 2014/15 financial year;



$31,176 for completion of Mt Pirongia West Buffer possum control. Extension to
the completion date due to high possum numbers, and contractor availability.
This work will be completed in the 2014/15 financial year;



$250,000 for Mokauiti 2 ground possum control. Operation deferred as
monitoring numbers have indicated that possum numbers are too low to control.
Will be completed in 2014/15 financial year.



$1,256,875 for the Possum Plus project which was delayed due to the Sabella
(Mediterranean fan worm) response, RPMP development, and extra consultation
and due diligence in the tender preparation phase. Tenders for this contract
closed on 23 July 2014. All work will be reported in the 2014/15 RPMP Annual
Report.

3.2 Production pest management
3.2.1 Direct control
Some pests in the region are very difficult to identify and/or successfully control. WRC
funds and manages control of seven pests which threaten regional agricultural
production – horse nettle, noogoora burr, nassella tussock/fine stemmed needle grass,
variegated thistle, alligator weed (in production situations, and rooks. These are low
incidence, high threat pests and the eventual goal is to achieve zero density in the
region.

Budget
Actual expenditure
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$101,749
$132,436
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Performance Measures

Achievements

Control of known sites of nassella Achieved
tussock, fine stemmed needle grass,
Noogoora bur and alligator weed to
protect productive land
Continued reduction in infestations of Nassella
nassella tussock, fine stemmed needle Two properties at Waitete Bay have small
grass and Noogoora bur.
amounts of nassella persisting. A total of
34 small plants were grubbed out on the
Continued reduction in the ground cover two properties and one knapsack of
area of known alligator weed infestations ‘Taskforce®’. Plant numbers are similar to
on productive land, through annual last year.
density
monitoring
of
sites
at
Motumaoho and Orongo.
Noogoora bur
Four properties known to be currently
affected, all near Matamata. All properties
were inspected and control was carried out
by WRC on two properties. Control was
mostly by physical removal of seedling
plants, followed by spot spraying on one
property. Landowners removed a small
number of plants on the other two
properties
Alligator weed
Cambridge
At zero density.
Ohaupo
New infestation discovered in a semi-rural
subdivision at Ohaupo, with alligator weed
in patches scattered throughout. Eight
properties affected and spot spraying has
been carried out.
Orongo
Spot sprayed twice this season. Low levels
but still persists.
Kiroa
Maize property with alligator weed at very
low levels on the farm race area but
persisting around the house.
Te Rore
Dairy farm with a persistent infestation had
spot spraying carried out regularly between
November and April.
Morrinsville
A third year of management on this
infestation on a dairy farm on the
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Morrinsville-Hamilton Road. Monitoring
plots were assessed with results showing
zero density within the plot areas. However,
there were several small patches outside
the plot areas which were spot sprayed.
Mystery Creek
Second season of control for this site. A
challenge for this site is that there is no
grazing to keep pastures down and enable
alligator weed to be easily spotted.
Trialled low rate spray to reduce grass
growth which is making controlling alligator
weed difficult. Scattered patches of alligator
weed persist in a couple of areas. Spot
spraying with knapsack was carried out in
January.
Rook control at known sites in the Achieved
region.
Develop
a
region-wide
rook
management
plan
for
2013/14
including media releases, business
processes, surveillance, and control
activities.

A project management plan was developed
with Exim Properties Ltd, contracted to
assist with ground surveillance, and EcoFX
Ltd contracted to undertake the rook
control.

Project management plan developed
and contracts for surveillance and
control completed by mid-September
2013.

This season was typical of previous
seasons, surveillance findings indicated
control would occur between October and
November.

Undertake surveillance of identified
rook locations throughout Hauraki,
Waikato, Waipa, Matamata-Piako,
South Waikato, and Taupo Districts.

In spring 2013 season three properties
received rook control. One in Tihoi, south
of Taupo; one near Cambridge; and one in
Tapapa, east of Tirau.

Field surveillance completed to confirm
presence of rookeries. Recommend
rookeries for control by mid-October
2013.

In total, 12 nests were treated, four nests
had eggs, none had hatchlings.

The rook population associated with these
three sites was estimated to have been
approximately 42 birds prior to treatment.
We expect around a 50% reduction in
Undertake control of appropriate numbers post treatment. Initial surveillance
rookeries as budget allows during the work carried out in the 2014 season
rooks season between September confirms the Tihoi site has reduced from
and December 2013.
approximately 20 birds to 2, in Cambridge
they have gone from approximately 16 to 9,
Control undertaken and with no
and in Tapapa no birds have been located.
incidents sustained, by mid-December
2013.
In addition to this treatment programme,
WRC trialled a rook trap that had proved
Develop rook trapping project plan
highly successful in Europe and North
and implement trials. Immature rooks
America. It was hoped this would be able
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sourced
and
humanised.
Trap
constructed, and deployment of trap
and ‘judas rooks’ for trial commenced
before 30 June 2014.

to mop up small remnant rook populations,
which were not building nests, and thus
eluding control. Three sites were trialled
over the summer of 2013/14.
Unfortunately, the trap proved unsuccessful
and no rooks were caught. However,
during the trial a substantial rookery in
Mangakino of approximately 30 birds was
identified. This rookery was not identified
during the spring surveillance.

Photo 9

Deployment of the trial rook trap at Mangakino

3.2.2 Compliance
This work stream helps ensure rabbits, gorse, broom, ragwort, nodding/plumeless thistle,
tutsan, Australian sedge and purple nutsedge do not adversely affect regional
agricultural production. The project is based on a three step enforcement process
provided for in the Plan, and requires rules to be complied with. It involves the council
carrying out property inspections, responding to complaints and intervening, where
necessary, to solve any neighbouring pest problems. Compliance is achieved through
this three step process and is actioned on a complaints basis.

Budget
Actual expenditure
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$78,532
$56,848

Performance Measures

Achievements

Inspect properties and localities, on a Achieved
seasonal basis, to ensure compliance
with RPMP standards for the control of
widespread
pests
which
affect
agricultural production.
Recent (last year’s) problem properties revisited with programmes issued where
relevant and outcomes recorded in the
WRC Biosecurity Information System
(BIS).
Other potentially infested
inspected as resources allow.

143 property inspections for gorse (129
last year), 174 property inspections for
ragwort and thistles (113 last year).

Inspections
resulted
in
93
nonprogramme letters (NPLs) and 35
properties property programmes for gorse being
issued, and six NPLs and 41 property
programmes for ragwort and thistles.
Four inspections carried out for tutsan.

Follow up valid complaints with Achieved
property inspections and ensure
compliance with RPMP standards.
All complaints actioned and followed up
with full recording of the compliance
process in the WRC Biosecurity
Information System (BIS).

Property inspections were carried out in
response to complaints and property
programmes issued as necessary and
recorded in BIS.

Initiate appropriate enforcement action Achieved
against land occupiers who do not
comply with RPMS rules for the above
pests.
Four ‘Notices of Direction’ were issued for
gorse and two for ragwort/thistle. One
The
three
step
compliance
and ‘Notice to Act on Default’ was carried out
enforcement process outlined in section for gorse.
11.3.1 of the Plan will be followed.
All steps of the process fully recorded.

3.3 Public threat pest management
3.3.1 Plant and animal pests – compliance
Privet pollen and scent may contribute to breathing disorders such as asthma. The
berries are poisonous to humans and while privet is a significant environmental pest, its
inclusion in the RPMS is primarily for health protection purposes. See case study
(section 2.2) for more details.
WRC intervenes to help solve privet issues in neighbouring situations and will work with
identified rural communities and townships to achieve ‘total control’ of privet where
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support is demonstrated. A three step enforcement process is used to ensure
compliance with strategy rules. Complaints are generated from rural and urban areas.

Budget
Actual expenditure

$148,843
$96,015

Performance Measures

Achievements

Within resources available, support Achieved
community-led community initiatives
for the control of privet, subject to
RPMS criteria. Ongoing initiatives
occur
in:
Kawhia;
Tuakau;
Whatawhata; Otorohanga; Te Kuiti;
Pirongia; Kihikihi; Orini; Mangatarata;
Te Aroha; Waihi and Paeroa.
Carry out surveillance of community Surveys were carried out in community
initiative.
initiative areas of Te Aroha, Paeroa, Waihi,
Otorohanga, Te Kuiti and Kihikihi.
Liaise with affected parties and
community boards over management Across the region there were 797
approaches.
inspections carried out for privet. This
resulted in 216 NPLs and 159 property
Follow up with control programmes programmes being issued.
where relevant.
Initiate
appropriate
enforcement Partly achieved
action against land occupiers who do
not comply with privet control
programmes, as outlined in the
RPMS.
The three step compliance and enforce- Six Notices of Direction were issued for non
ment process outlined in section 11.3.1 compliance of privet programmes. One
of the RPMS is to be followed.
default action was carried out.
Ensure roading authorities and Kiwi Rail
plan for, and implement in a staged
manner, privet control on transport
corridors they are responsible for, in
conjunction with biosecurity officers.
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There has been variable progress with
privet control on roadsides. While most
local authorities have carried out some
work, there is still a long way to go. In
general, control is carried out in response to
complaints. Privet work is progressing on
the highway network. It is noted MPDC
have made significant inroads into privet
control and SWDC carried out a large
control operation outside of Tirau school.

Promote public awareness of the
threats and effects of privet.

Achieved

Provide information and advice through Information provided in response to
responding to public enquiries.
enquiries including advice on common plant
allergies.
Promotional
campaigns,
including:
media releases, flyers, public events
(e.g. field days) carried out where
relevant.

Many people believe they have an allergic
response to flowering privet resulting in
respiratory problems. WRC, together with
Hawkes Bay Regional Council, carried out
a privet allergy trial in order to assess if
privet specifically causes an allergic
response in a group of 32 volunteers who
believe they are affected by privet. Only
one minor allergic result was found.
Pest plant officers and contractors provided
general information and advice through
talks to garden and other groups, and at the
Mystery Creek National Fieldays.

Action
public
enquiries
and Achieved
complaints and respond to requests
for information, acting within Waikato
Regional Council’s customer services
charter, for wasps, ants, magpies and
other animal pests that may affect
human health.
All phone enquiries/complaints are All enquiries and complaints were
responded to within 48 hours during the responded to as soon as possible within 48
working week.
hours.
Written or emailed enquiries/complaints The majority of responses were verbal in
are directed to an appropriate staff nature involving a phone call. In most cases
member and responded to within 48 no further action was required.
hours during the working week.
Responses may be a mixture of verbal Additional responses involve mailing fact
advice, mail out of pest fact sheet, or sheets to customers or directing them to
direction to the council’s website.
internet links.
All enquiries are entered into the WRC Relevant enquiries were entered into the
Biosecurity Inquiry Database (BIQ) and BIQ database and actioned.
signed off when complete.
Ensure that information on control Achieved
methods for the above animal pests
are available on council’s website and
that it is maintained and updated.
Animal pest information available on the Information is checked and updated
council’s website is reviewed annually annually. If mistakes or improvements are
(by 30 June 2014). Information updated noted during the year updates are made
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if required following this review (by 31
July 2014).

annually.

3.4 Environmental pest management
3.4.1 Direct control – animal pests
Some pests in the region are difficult to control or require regional coordination to
manage them. This project identifies three pests (dama wallaby, koi carp and rabbits) for
which direct action by WRC applies in certain circumstances. This project also included
a considerable portion of the (now ceased) Hauraki-Coromandel pest contractor’s
contract costs. See also section 3.4.6 on priority biodiversity sites.
Dama wallaby mostly exist in the Rotorua District part of the region in relatively low
numbers. However, recent monitoring suggests the population size and distribution is
slowly growing and encroaching further into the Waikato Region. Much of the control
effort relies on the Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BOPRC) and Department of
Conservation (DOC) aligning control plans and funding, in a joint effort to achieve
effective control across the two regions.

Budget
Actual expenditure

$188,325
$169,242

Performance Measures

Achievements

Dama wallaby management, within a Achieved in part
project team consisting of BOPRC,
DOC and council representatives, in
the Rotorua district according to the
wallaby containment strategy.
Attend quarterly operational meetings
of the dama wallaby steering group and
contribute support to the goal of
containment of this pest.

Quarterly meetings attended. The joint
agency wallaby management plan still
requires sign-off by the agencies. Final signoff has been delayed due to circumstances
outside of WRC’s control.

Complete the review and drafting of Achieved in part
the Dama Wallaby Containment
Strategy
and
Protocol
2011
document.
The development of the containment strategy
Review and drafting completed and
has been deferred until an updated Dama
endorsed
by
the
management
Wallaby Joint Management Plan has been
agencies by 31 January 2014.
signed-off by the agencies.
Initiate
field
operations
in Achieved
accordance with the draft Dama
Field operations (refer also to case study
Wallaby Containment Strategy and
in section 2.2)
Protocol.
Wallaby surveillance during 2013/14 focused
Undertake surveillance and control if
on an area between SH 5 and the DOC
appropriate, of a small wallaby
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population in the Mamaku area in line Mokaihaha Reserve.
with
the
inter-regional
wallaby
127 surveillance hours were spent searching
management plan to halt expansion of
approximately 293 kilometres of forestry
known population.
roads and native bush using the Wallaby
detector dog.
Monitor possible incursions of dama
wallaby immediately outside the Trail cameras were established in areas
gazetted area, in accordance with the where the dog strongly indicated a presence
inter-regional plan.
of wallabies. Surveillance cameras were then
established in these locations and left in the
Investigate and record any reported field for three to four weeks. The camera
sightings in the Waikato region.
footage was then analysed to determine the
presence of wallabies. This resulted in three
Scope the opportunity to undertake an new confirmed sightings. Two of these
aerial 1080 operation at Tumunui bush sightings could be interpreted as potential
to manage the impacts of dama breeding populations as more than one
wallaby was seen in the photos.
wallaby on the site.
There have been no reports of incursions
received in the Waikato Region for 2013/14
that are outside the gazetted area.
Tumunui Bush
WRC continues to work with the Tumunui
Trust to implement an operation on their land
covering approximately 560 hectares of
native bush. This operation may possibly
happen in late 2015 but is dependent upon
the decisions of the Trust. Research which is
currently underway to develop a monitoring
protocol using camera traps to measure the
outcome of any pest control operation and its
impacts on the wallaby population, is a key
component of any operation targeting
wallabies at this site.
Consider providing financial support
(on an annual basis) to district/city
councils in rabbit prone sites if a
long-term management plan is
produced by the land owner
agencies involved.

Achieved

WRC has continued its involvement working
in partnership with Taupo District Council and
the DOC to implement the long-term
management plan for the rabbit prone sites
Provide technical advice and support to around Lake Taupo.
district/city
councils
and
other
Overall customer complaints have reduced
landowners.
dramatically from the area and the plan is
working well.
WRC contributed to the implementation of the
plan by carrying out surveillance/monitoring
of the sites in September 2013 and April
2014. This monitoring will continue twice
yearly throughout the duration of the plan.
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The monitoring is carried out at:
 Kinloch, Pukawa, Omori, Kuratau, Two
Mile Bay and Kutai St Recreation
reserve (Turangi) on Taupo District
Council land.



Site assessments of rabbit prone sites
carried out (using the modified McLean
Scale) upon receiving complaints from
affected neighbouring landowners and
followed up by using the three step
enforcement process outlined in the
RPMS, if assessments exceed level
four of the scale.

Whakaipo Bay Reserve, Five Mile Bay,
Awaroa Reserve, Motuoapa Reserve,
Waikari
Scene
Reserve
and
Kohiniheke Reserve on Department of
Conservation land.
Achieved
Perceived rabbit issues on lifestyle/rural
sections appeared to increase in 2013/14
with multiple complaints received from calls
from Gorton Road, Peacockes Lane,
Discombe Road, and Pencarrow Road.
In general, one rabbit enquiry/complaint per
week is received by the council. Three
quarters of the calls are resolved on the
phone by providing information and advice on
control techniques. The other quarter
received site visits and of these, only two
properties exceeded four on the McLean
scale for measuring rabbit abundance.
Occupiers of these properties were asked to
undertake control and both complied with this
request.

Continue to operate the Lake Achieved
Waikare fish trap under contract
until
Waikato
River
Authority
funding runs out in February 2014.
Approximately 9,000 kilograms of pest fish
Continue to record the weight of pest
were removed from the fish pass at Lake
fish removed from the trap and the
Waikare and converted into 3000 litres of dry
volume of dry fish product produced
fish fertiliser product.
from the digestion process.
Continue to research options for Achieved
expansion of pest fish removal in
the lower Waikato.
Business
case
developed
and A multi agency case for funding to produce
presented to committee and council for an Invasive Fish Strategic Management Plan
consideration of future direction in pest is currently before the Waikato River
Authority.
fish management.
A Business case has been developed and
presented to the Council.
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3.4.2 Direct control – pest plants
Some pests in the region are very difficult to identify and/or successfully control. The
RPMS identifies 15 eradication pests (African feather grass, cathedral bells, evergreen
buckthorn, climbing spindleberry, Japanese and giant knotweed, old man’s beard,
Manchurian wild rice, mile-a-minute, nassella tussock and fine stemmed needle grass,
Senegal tea, spartina, and white bryony) which WRC will fund and manage control of.
These pests are generally low incidence, high threat plants and ongoing control has
occurred for most of them since 2002, or earlier, whenever they are identified. The
eventual RPMP goal is to achieve zero density of these pests in the region. WRC may
also fund some level of direct control of some containment pest plants where it has been
identified as the most practical and effective option of management, including woolly
nightshade and contorta pine.

Budget
$1,207,552
Actual expenditure $1,494,575
Performance measures

Achievements

Carry out direct control of alligator
weed utilising a variety of management
and control strategies. Strategies may
include physical and chemical control
and the use of restricted place notices
under the Biosecurity Act.

Achieved

Records of direct control compiled in the
Biosecurity Information System (BIS) via
monthly reports by pest plant contractors
and biosecurity staff.

The consent was sought to enable more
effective control of serious pest plants
which inhabit aquatic or coastal areas,
including alligator weed.

In April 2013 a resource consent (number
124871) was granted to WRC, MPI, DOC
and Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game
Council
for
the
discharge
of
At least annual control carried out at all agrichemicals to air where it may enter
known infestations, with reductions in water and the coastal marine area within
ground cover of alligator weed.
the Waikato region.

Control of aquatic infestations of
alligator weed and other aquatic pest
plants carried out according to
resource consent requirements
Work
with
land
owners
and
contractors to ensure efficiencies in
control strategies.
Reporting of control of aquatic pest plants
in compliance with resource consent
conditions
Recording of alligator weed at monitoring
sites in the Waikato River delta.
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Extensive alligator weed control was
carried out in the Waikato River delta
area where the main infestation is
present. Control included aerial, airboat
(gun and hose) and smaller scale works
by the WRC biosecurity direct control
contractor. Approximately 80 hectares
within the 2,200 hectare delta area was
treated for alligator weed. Alligator weed
that has been sprayed in the delta area
has reduced, and control is very effective
where alligator weed is growing over
water. Where alligator weed is well
established on islands and has put down
tap roots, spraying has resulted in
reduced alligator weed but more followup work is required for further reductions.
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Recording and monitoring of alligator Smaller scale alligator weed control was
weed at Waihi, in the Ruahorehore carried out along the river margins
Stream and Ohinemuri River.
downstream from Hamilton, with most
work concentrated between Ohinewai
Recording of infestations using historical and the delta. Approximately 30 ‘boat
photo reference points.
days’ were spent in this area.
Aerial control of alligator weed in the Te
Otamanui lagoon was carried out for the
first time. This area is about 15 hectares
of public reserve area and includes a
wetland/lagoon which has recently had
willow control and has had some native
planting done around the margins. A
public walkway has recently been
constructed and the area known as Te
Otamanui lagoon is subject to a
restoration plan. Alligator weed was
found to have flourished in the lagoon
after the willows were sprayed and light
was allowed in. Aerial treatment (six
hectares) was carried out for the interior
of the lagoon which could not be safely
accessed from land. There was also
three days of gun and hose work from the
banks of the lagoon.
Alligator weed in the Ruahorehore
Stream is down from 74 small patches in
2010 to seven small patches (<1m²) in
November 2013.
Monitoring effects of herbicide application
was carried out by NIWA as required by
the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). No significant adverse effects
were reported.
An annual report on the control of pests
under this resource consent has more
detailed information on individual sites
and monitoring photos.
Assist DOC with spartina control in the Achieved
region. DOC is the lead control agency
Te Maika infestation was visited on 5
for the 2013/14 operational year.
November 2013. All known sites and the
WRC to coordinate direct control of small
wider area were surveyed for spartina.
amount of spartina on private land at Te
No spartina was found. A follow up
Maika.
inspection will be required at a later date.
Support DOC surveillance at Aotea
No work was carried out by WRC in the
harbour if required.
Aotea Harbour in 2013/14.
Surveillance and control of spartina
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outside the coastal marine area at
A large spartina programme was
Thames and in Hauraki rivers.
undertaken by WRC on behalf of DOC in
the Firth of Thames and surrounding
Surveillance results recorded in GIS
rivers. This involved aerial, boat and
mapping database.
ground control. DOC was unable to carry
out the spartina control in the Firth of
Thames, so WRC biosecurity staff
managed this work. This work has since
been handed back to DOC’s Thames
office.
Carry out annual direct control of other Achieved and partly achieved
eradication pest plants, for example
cathedral bells, evergreen buckthorn
and knotweed.
Control carried out on known infestations Cathedral bells
of eradication pest plants, via annual Sixteen sites known at present, mostly in
business
plans
written
for
each Hamilton. One new site discovered at
management area.
Waihi. Six sites at zero density and most
others are down to a few recurring
Direct control activities recorded in BIS seedlings.
via monthly contractor and biosecurity
staff reports.
Mile-a-minute
Known infestations limited to Hamilton,
Direct control projects monitored and Mokau, Te Mata and Tapu. A new site
results (effects on infestations) recorded.
was
discovered
at
Long
Bay,
Coromandel. All sites surveyed and
controlled at least once a year.
Coromandel and a number of Hamilton
sites received several rounds of follow-up
control. A number of sites in Hamilton are
at zero density. or down to one or two
seedlings.
Evergreen buckthorn
The largest site of evergreen buckthorn is
in Hamilton city, originating near
Ruakura. Two smaller infestations are
known, one on farm land at Te
Kauwhata, the other on a dune reserve
and residential properties at Kuaotunu.
An annual control and surveillance
programme is in place for all areas.
Several areas in Hamilton were
controlled with numbers significantly
reduced from previous years. For
example, Knighton area reduced from
1471 plants in 2012 to 337 this season.
Lugton Park down from 126 plants in
2012 to 18 this season.
Extensive control of evergreen buckthorn
at Kuaotunu is carried out by the
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Coromandel biosecurity officer where a
population persists with small plants
continuing to ‘pop’ up in dune areas and
nearby residential properties.
Japanese/giant knotweed
Knotweed is one of the world’s worst
weeds and extremely difficult to
completely eradicate. However, recent
technology is improving effectiveness of
control. Five recorded sites of giant
knotweed, one at zero density and the
others persisting at low levels and treated
annually. About 50 sites of Japanese
knotweed recorded for the region, mostly
in Hamilton and Taupiri. Several sites
require follow-up to verify absence or
presence, but most sites are at low levels
of infestation.
Climbing spindleberry
A large number of sites with many
infestations difficult to access (for
example, on river cliff faces and in steep
gullies). Many infestations have been
managed for over 10 years but still
persist. Many have not been controlled
annually and to be effective and
significantly reduce this pest would
require a lot more effort – ideally at least
two visits a year. Time of year and
method of control may also be important
factors in effectiveness of control. A more
strategic approach to reducing this pest is
planned for next year.
Old man’s beard
A large number of sites mainly from
Hamilton, south. Many infestations have
not been controlled annually. To be
effective and significantly reduce this pest
would require a lot more effort – ideally at
least two rounds of control a year. More
surveillance has resulted in more sites
being found. A large new infestation in a
forestry plantation near Maroa was
discovered by forestry staff whilst
carrying out their dothistroma survey. A
more strategic approach to reducing this
pest is planned for next year.
African feather grass
There is limited distribution of African
feather grass in the region with small
sites known in the Taupo, Taupiri and Te
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Kauwhata areas.
A significant new
infestation has been found on the
margins of the Waimakariri and Waihou
Rivers in the Okoroire area. The area
was surveyed and all plants sprayed with
glyphosate.
Lantana
Will be an eradication pest under the new
RPMP. Several plants discovered in the
Coromandel area have been destroyed
by the WRC pest plant officer.
Carry out discretionary direct control Achieved
of woolly nightshade, contorta pine
and other containment pest plants,
where direct control has been
identified as the most practical and
effective option.
Woolly nightshade
Control carried out at identified sites – Discretionary direct control of woolly
woolly nightshade possibly in the nightshade was carried out in a number
Kauaeranga Valley and Karangahake of outlier sites including Mangakino,
Gorge areas.
Piopio, Oparau and Kawhia. Direct
control was arranged to control woolly
Surveillance will also be carried out to nightshade along parts of the Hauraki
identify outlier sites of woolly night- Rail Trail. Some herbicide assistance
shade including Oparau, Mokau and was made available to proactive
Karapiro.
landowners in areas such as Kauaeranga
Valley and Karangahake Gorge.
Direct control and surveillance activities
recorded in BIS via monthly contractor Contorta pine
and biosecurity staff reports.
Contorta pine is present in the Central
Plateau area and has been subject to
Direct control monitored and results annual survey and control for about 30
(effect on infestation) recorded.
years. Contorta pine is a serious threat to
alpine habitats and without control could
change the landscape from alpine
tussock lands, and invade above the
native treeline. Helicopter was used for
surveying and applying herbicide,
employing the ‘basal bark’ technique
which is proving very effective and
reduces potential for non target effects.
Moth plant and mignonette vine
A second year of moth plant survey and
control was carried out in Hamilton city by
the pest plant officer and a summer
student. Over 400 properties were
visited. Mignonette was also targeted in
this survey. Discretionary control of moth
plant and Mignonette vine was carried
out in parts of Coromandel, Thames and
Morrinsville.
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Banana passionfruit
Was controlled by WRC staff at Acacia
Bay, Coroglen and Kuaotunu.
Boneseed
Boneseed has limited distribution across
the region, mainly found in ‘hot spots’ on
the Coromandel and around west coast
townships. WRC carries out discretionary
direct control in many instances. A few
plants found at Whangamata, Whiritoa,
Te Mata, and Tapu were removed.
Control was carried out on larger
infestations at Thames and Ferry Landing
(Coromandel) and Port Waikato, Raglan
and Kawhia. A new large infestation
found on the northern tip of Coromandel
was controlled by DOC and WRC
biosecurity staff, but will require
additional aerial work next season for
plants on cliff areas.
Hamilton gullies
Discretionary direct control was carried
out by WRC staff and contractors in
several Hamilton and surrounds gullies.
Over 300 woolly nightshade plants were
controlled in a Fairfield gully, and a large
tutsan population was controlled in
Chartwell gully. Work was carried out in
the Mangakotukutuku stream area to
support a local care group.
Promote public awareness of the Achieved
threats of eradication and other direct
control pest plants
Provide information and advice through Information and advice
responding to public enquiries.
response to enquiries.

provided

in

Promotional campaigns, including adver- Monthly advertising carried out in the
tising, media releases and flyers, carried Hamilton Press, with quarterly editorial
out.
provided by Hamilton pest plant officer.
National Biosecurity Month was promoted
across the region with media releases,
website updates and radio interviews.
A “Weed Watch” update was produced.
Active involvement in promoting regional
Weedbuster initiatives and working with
these groups to successfully implement
local control programmes.
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A ‘Weedbusters’ display at the National
Fieldays was organised by WRC
biosecurity staff. Staff also attended a
stand at the Hamilton Show.

Community workshops to talk about pest
control were held in Coroglen and Taupo,
and pest plant staff spoke at a number of
events/meetings including ‘gully seminar’
farm discussion groups, parks and
reserves and other operational staff
meetings, and garden group meetings.
A number of invitations were received to
attend hui to talk about pest plant issues.
Contribute to national research carried Achieved
out by Landcare Research New
Zealand Ltd on new agents to control a
WRC, along with other regional councils
wide range of plant pests.
and DOC, is a member of the national
bio-control collective. Managed under a
Attend collective workshops to participate
contracted service agreement with
in research decisions.
Landcare Research NZ Ltd, WRC
contributed $60,000 to this programme.
Support field research on biological
The programme funds research and
control agents for priority pest plants,
applications for release of new bio-control
such as woolly nightshade.
organisms.
Releases carried out:
Undertake releases of agents when
Broom gall mite
available – woolly nightshade lace bug,
Two sites beside the Eastern Taupo
tradescantia leaf beetle and broom gall
Bypass and one at Wairakei Forest.
mite.
Tradescantia leaf beetle
Heddon and Orini Road.
Tradescantia tip beetles
Orini Road.
Tradescantia steam beetles
Wainui Road.
Woolly nightshade lace bug
Wainui Road, Whenuakite.
Harvested releases:
Monitor recent releases to assess
There were 11 green thistle beetle
establishment and record in BIS the
releases, all harvested from a Waingaro
success, or otherwise, of population
Road property.
establishments.
Release site re-inspections:
 Buddleia weevil x1
 Woolly nightshade lace bug x4
 Tradescantia tip beetles x1
 Green thistle beetle x1
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Undertake initial and maintenance
control of yellow flag iris in important Achieved
river/wetland
systems
north
of
Hamilton, in conjunction with DOC.
Surveillance of yellow flag infestations
between Hamilton and Huntly and then
follow up management using the RPMS
compliance process.

Direct control of yellow flag iris has been
carried out by WRC on isolated
infestations along the upper Waikato
River and through Hamilton.

Direct control by DOC and WRC Contractors have carried out extensive
contractors on waterways linked to yellow flag iris control on WRC River and
Whangamarino Wetland.
Catchment Services managed land
between Huntly and Rangiriri.
Support Waikato River Authority (WRA)
funded projects for control of yellow
flag iris and other pest plants by
providing
technical
advice.
Discretionary control of yellow flag iris
in outlier areas.

Contractors carried out control of yellow
flag iris in the Opuatia wetland area and
around Lake Whangape.
WRC biosecurity contractors assisted
Tainui with yellow flag control and
planting on Maurea Islands.

Participate in a coordinated management
approach to yellow flag iris control with Biosecurity contractors assisted DOC
council
internal
groups
(Property with control of seedlings around lake
Services, River and Catchment Services). Waikare and liaised with contractors
carrying out WRC funded works on the
true left between Huntly and Rangiriri.
DOC arranged for yellow flag control on
Takapu Island.
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Photo 10

Tradescantia tip beetle biocontrol release

3.4.3 Compliance pest plants
The RPMP contains rules to achieve regional expectations for controlling environmental
plant pests to prescribed standards. This project is carried out to ensure 12 widespread
plants (banana passionfruit, boneseed, climbing asparagus, Darwin’s barberry, Mexican
devil, mistflower, mignonette vine, moth plant, pampas, wild ginger, woolly nightshade
and yellow flag iris) do not adversely affect regional environmental values.
Many of the current rules have been in place since 2002, and others since 1996. A large
part of this project is providing advice and information on control methods. The
enforcement process used ensures compliance with strategy rules as a last resort.

Budget
Actual expenditure
Performance Measures

$396,174
$336,585
Achievements

Inspect properties and localities, on a Achieved
seasonal basis, to ensure compliance
with RPMS standards for the control of
twelve widespread pests which affect
environmental values.
Annual surveillance programmes carried Surveillance was carried out by boat along
out and infestations recorded.
the Waikato River, part of Waipa River,
part of the Kauaeranga, Waihou and
Piako rivers, Lake Arapuni, Matahuru
Stream and Lake Waikare and the
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Ohinemuri River.
Inspections followed up with advice and/or
pest programmes to landowners.
Historic and problem properties and
localities will be prioritised, as will specific
pest plants which may have higher priority
due to locality and/or proximity to
significant natural areas, e.g. woolly
nightshade in outlier areas.

Road surveys were carried out throughout
the region. Specific road surveys included
a tutsan survey in the west coast zone,
and woolly nightshade surveys in Paeroa
and Waihi. Numerous towns were
surveyed including
Cambridge, Te
Awamutu, Matamata, Te Aroha, Ngatea,
Kerepehi and Kaiaua. Road and rail
network surveys for RPMS pest plants
throughout the region.
Over 1,900 inspections were carried out
across the region, of which over 1,700
were for woolly nightshade. 490 Non
Programme Letters (NPL) and 346 pest
plant programmes were issued.
Regionally based pest management
contractors and staff targeted historical
problem areas and properties and
responded to valid complaints received.
All inspections were recorded in the BIS
database.

Initiate appropriate enforcement action Achieved
against land occupiers who do not
comply with RPMS rules for the above
pests.
The
three
step
compliance
and
enforcement process outlined in section
11.3.1 of the RPMS will be followed. All
steps of the process fully recorded in the
BIS.
Promote public awareness of
threats of compliance pest plants.

Non compliance of initial pest plant
programmes led to issuing 21 Notices of
Direction, all for woolly nightshade. Two
default actions were carried out.

the Achieved

Provide information and advice through Information and advice
responding to public enquiries.
response to enquiries.
Promotional campaigns (including media
releases and flyers) carried out, especially
with regard to new containment pest
plants in the RPMS.

provided

in

Monthly
advertising
with
quarterly
editorials was placed in Hamilton Press.
Flyers were produced for a ginger
promotion at Port Charles on the
Coromandel.
National Biosecurity Month was promoted
across the region with media releases,
website updates and radio interviews
A “Weed Watch” update was produced.
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A ‘Weedbusters’ display at the National
Fieldays was organised by WRC
biosecurity staff. Staff attended a stand at
the Hamilton Show.
Community workshops to talk about pest
control were held in Coroglen and Taupo,
and pest plant staff spoke at a number of
events/meetings
including
a
‘gully
seminar’ farm discussion groups, parks
and reserves and other operational staff
meetings, and garden group meetings .
A number of invitations were received to
attend hui to talk about pest plant issues.

3.4.4 Regional priority catchment protection
The long term objective of this project is to address river management, soil conservation
and flooding issues in the key regional catchments, through large scale goat and possum
control. The medium term objectives of this project are to prioritise the most important
catchments first and undertake appropriate pest control in each area. Community
consultation and funding of these projects will be important issues to address in the next
five years.
In developing flood protection proposals for the Thames Coast, a link was identified
between the stability and health of upper catchment areas, and the runoff and debris
generated from these areas in high rainfall events, exacerbating the impacts of flooding
on communities downstream. An integral part of flood mitigation proposals include
animal pest control in priority catchments.
On the Coromandel Peninsula, WRC has a partnership with DOC (the Peninsula Project)
to eradicate/reduce goats and possums over the western side of the Peninsula, with the
focus on the Thames Coast. During 2007/08, WRC, BPRC and DOC instigated a new
project to investigate the need for integrated catchment management in the KaimaiMamaku Ranges, extending from Mt Te Aroha to east of Tokoroa.
Other partnerships with DOC are in relation to the Southern Coromandel Ranges and the
Whareorino and Waitomo catchments, being part of the newly created West Coast
(catchment management) zone.

Budget
Actual expenditure

$306,720
$151,221

Performance Measures

Achievements

Review Peninsula Project actions and
objectives with the project partners to
determine a strategy for future
possum/goat
control
on
the
Coromandel.

Achieved in part

While the DOC rebuilding process was
underway, little in the way of formal
agreement was reached, except for
confirmation (at the one meeting held)
from DOC that their focus would relate
Attendance at joint operational planning
mostly to the Kauaeranga Valley and
meetings.
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Following the review, it may be prudent for
the Council to undertake work in the
Kereta/Waikawau
area
subject
to
resources and overall project focus.

Papakai ecological blocks, the focus for
stages 1 and 2 of the original Peninsula
Project. The parties agreed there was little
benefit from pressing on with plans for
wide scale possum control in the area
between Manaia and Coromandel town.
WRC commenced planning of the
monitoring to be carried out in the above
area to determine what if any impact
possum control trapping had on densities,
following informal work being promoted by
local possum trappers. Monitoring was
carried out in the stage 2 private land
areas of Kereta West and Waikawau and
returned densities of 8.36% RTC and
16.17% RTC, respectively, by 30 June
2014.
A meeting in August 2014
confirmed that any work in these two
sectors would be deferred until the
Papakai block was retreated in 2-3 years
time, when the work could happen in
tandem.
DOC did not instigate any goat control
under the Peninsula Project, therefore,
there was no WRC contribution needed.
Work will continue in 2014/15 when there
is clarity over DOC priorities and budgets.
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Investigate,
and
support
where Achieved
appropriate, opportunities to undertake
goat/possum control in the KaimaiMamaku Ranges as part of the DOC,
WRC and BOPRC integrated catchment
management initiative.
Work collaboratively with partners in the
agency working group and ensure
attendance at all appropriate meetings of
the group.
Make financial contribution toward
DOC-managed goat control initiatives
within the Kaimai-Mamaku Ranges. For
the 2013/14 financial year, efforts will be
concentrated in Waitawheta West and
Mount Te Aroha to a maximum of $20,000
by 30 June 2014.

WRC
staff
attended
the
Kaimai
Catchments Forum meeting, provided
technical advice where required and
contributed to NZ Landcare Trust
coordinator costs.
A financial contribution of $20,000 was
made toward DOC-managed goat control
within the Kaimai Mamaku Ranges.
This year efforts were concentrated in the
Waitawheta and Mount Te Aroha areas,
where goat numbers were reduced
significantly.

Hunua Ranges pest control
At time of publication, no report had been
Contribute funding for Auckland Council received from Auckland Council, but a
(AC) ongoing pest control initiatives within funding contribution (the last one) had
the Hunua Ranges.
been made. WRC negotiated settlement
during the year with AC over management
of that part of the Hunua Ranges within
Waikato region, in terms of RPMP pests
from both regions. This was settled in
August 2014.

3.4.5 Regional priority possum control
Possum control, a major regional service provided by WRC under the RPMS, is carried
out for a number of reasons:


Protection and enhancement of indigenous biodiversity values (e.g. forests and
species);



Protection of economic values, such as reducing direct competition with pasture
growth and farming, forestry and to prevent bovine Tb becoming established
again in the region;



Added benefit to the enhancement of catchment values, by maintaining healthy
canopies and strong understories; and



To maintain the gains made in areas formerly managed by the Tb Free New
Zealand where the site priorities align with Council objectives.

The focus of the Regional Pest Management Strategy/Plan is on developing landscapescale control across large areas, for example Port Waikato to Raglan, Pirongia to
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Waitomo and Piopio to Awakino. This is achieved by working closely with DOC and the
TBfree New Zealand and creating synergies through the various annual work
programmes.
Currently, WRC funds and undertakes work in 38 priority possum control areas (PPCAs),
covering 373,603 hectares and involving 4,867 land owners. This includes seven former
TBfree New Zealand vector control areas which have transitioned into the Council’s
PPCA programme. The frequency of possum control in PPCA’s is dependent on actual
possum densities which are determined through trend monitoring. The programme is
slowly expanding and taking in new areas, while still maintaining low densities in
maintenance areas. Control work is contracted via a publically notified tender/contract
system.
Other activities carried out under this programme include extensive landowner
consultation and engagement activities via face to face visits, letters and the Insight
newsletters, and auditing of contractors to ensure they follow their operational plans,
meet legislative requirements and carry out work safely and to best industry practice, and
joint agency liaison and planning meetings.

The possum control operations outlined below summarise the projects delivered during
the 2013/14 financial year. Figure one shows a map of control work carried out during
2013/14.

Budget
$3,442,282
Actual expenditure $1,939,427
Performance measures

Achievements

1.

Achieved in part.

Initial possum control projects

Scoping of new possum control Desktop scope scoping was undertaken
sectors in the area between Raglan and identified likely project boundaries.
and Kawhia Harbours:
Engagement
with
landowners
and
 Desktop scoping
stakeholders occurred during the spring of
2013. This engagement indicated there
 Key landowner engagement
were high levels of support in the local
 Trend monitoring
community.
 Tendering
Desktop scoping to identify potential Further scoping was terminated by 31
boundaries, and GIS completed by 1 December 2013 prior to undertaking trend
monitoring. This decision was based on
September 2013.
WRC prioritising of Annual Plan funding
Key landowner engagement commences away from this project and pending the
completion of Long Term Plan processes.
by 1 October 2013.
Trend
monitoring
designed
and
implemented prior to 1 November 2013
(dependent on landowner attitudes and
land use).
If landowners are generally supportive of
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Performance measures

Achievements

the implementation of this PPCA, notify
tender by 31 December 2013.
2.

Maintenance
projects

possum

control Achieved in part

Ground control operations
Maintenance possum control carried
Whitehall-Te Miro
out in PPCA’s as determined through
2.82% RTC achieved.
trend monitoring results in prior
Pio Pio East
periods.
1.44% RTC achieved
 Areas identified include:
Aria – 3.07% RTC achieved
 Whitehall-Te Miro
Pirongia north buffer
 Whareorino Bush
Delivery of this operation was scheduled to
 Pirongia North buffer
occur across the end of 2013/14 and into
 Pirongia West buffer
the 2014/15 financial year. Due to periods
 Waipa Puniu II
of poor weather the start of the contract
 Oparau
was delayed. Completion of the stage 1
 Pio Pio East
area of this project occurred in August
 Aria
2014, outside of this year’s. At the time of
All PPCA maintenance projects are
implemented following a robust process
involving
community
engagement,
transparent business processes and
within set budgets and timeframes.

writing the project is nearing a successful
completion.

Pirongia west buffer
The contractor encountered higher than
expected numbers of possums in this
sector during the control operation. Due to
this they determined they were at risk of
All ground control operations achieve a failing to meet the required performance
mean 5% RTC with no high line over 3 standard, and were granted a variation to
possums within the contract timeframes. the contract enabling project completion to
occur in the 2014/15 financial year.
Any aerial control operations achieve a Whareorino bush
mean 3% RTC with no high line over 3 2.14% RTC achieved. Approximately 200
possums within the contract timeframes. hectares of the Whareorino Bush PPCA
project was delivered by ground control
methods following
negotiations
with
landowners. Whilst this portion of control
was carried out using ground control
methods this area was subject to the same
standard under the Contract as the aerial
component of the project (3% RTC).
Waipa Puniu II
Due to poor weather encountered on other
contracts, the contractor did not have the
capacity to complete this operation in the
2013/14 financial year. They were granted
a variation to the contract enabling project
completion to occur in the 2014/15 financial
year.
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Performance measures

Achievements

Oparau
Due to poor weather encountered on other
contracts, the contractor did not have the
capacity to complete this operation in the
2013/14 financial year. They were granted
a variation to the contract enabling project
completion to occur in the 2014/15 financial
year.
Aerial control operations
Whareorino bush aerial – 0.00% RTC
achieved.
3.

‘Possum Plus’ Project

Implement the ‘Possum Plus’ Project
where amalgamations of sectors and
offering of multi-year contracts for
possum control service delivery is trialled
in the North West Waikato.

Achieved in part

The delivery of this project was delayed due
to greater than expected staff involvement
in developing the Councils new Regional
Pest Management Plan (RPMP) and the
ongoing response requirements following
PPCA
sectors
identified
for and incursion of a new to the region marine
amalgamation
into
three
new pest into the Coromandel Harbour
management areas (NW Waikato (Sabella).
(North), NW Waikato (Central), NW
The amalgamation of 17 previously
Waikato (South)) are:
independent PPCA sectors into the North,
 Te Kohanga
Central and South sectors was achieved by
August 2013.
 Onewhero
 Pukekawa North
Tender processes were delayed as outlined
 Pukekawa South
above and did not occur until May 2014.
 Port Waikato
 Wairamarama
This has resulted in the tender evaluation,
 Glen Murray
subsequent contracting processes, and
 Punga Punga Wetland
delivery of ‘on the ground services’ being
 Waikaretu
deferred into the 2014/15 financial year.
 Woodleigh
 Awaroa-Whangape
 Opuatia
 Rangiriri
 Waimai Valley
 Te Akau South
 Waingaro-Rotowaro
 Hakarimata buffer
Possum Plus sector amalgamation and
draft boundaries for three large
management areas completed by 1
August 2013.
Tender processes completed by 31
December 2013.
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Performance measures

Achievements

On the ground service delivery
commences by 31 March 2014.
4.

Monitoring

Achieved

Residual trap catch (RTC) trend All trend monitoring was undertaken as per
monitoring implemented within:
the requirements of the RTC protocol. The
 Ngutunui
following jobs were undertaken in the
following months:
 Honikiwi
 Hauturu Aerial
Ngutunui – March 2014
 Hauturu Farmland
Honikiwi – March 2014
 Nukuhakari S1 Ground
Hauturu Aerial - April 2014
 Pio Pio West
Hauturu Farmland – April 2014
 Mokauiti 2
Nukuhakari S1 Ground – January 2014
 Mokauiti Andrews
Pio Pio West – February 2014
 Karioi North
Mokauiti 2 – February 2014
 Raglan to Aotea Initial control
Mokauiti Andrews – February 2014
area
NW Waikato (North) – October 2013
NW Waikato (Central) – October 2013
Possum Plus RTC trend monitoring
NW Waikato (South) – October 2013
implemented within:
NW Waikato (North)
NW Waikato (Central)
NW Waikato (South)

Karioi North – no trend monitoring was
undertaken in this area as WRC became
aware that a local community group was
undertaking control in this area therefore
For identifying pre-control possum
trend monitoring wouldn’t be necessary.
populations or forecasting maintenance
WRC is working with this group as to how
control for the next financial year.
we can support them.
Additional trend monitoring may occur
Raglan to Aotea Initial control area – plans
depending on the outcome of the above
to implement a PPCA project in this area
sites and available funding.
have been deferred. Therefore no trend
monitoring was required.
All trend monitoring completed and
monitoring
results
received
in
Additional monitoring undertaken
accordance
with
current
NPCA
protocols.
Waotu PPCA – March 2014, this area was
mistakenly left out of the programme for
2013/14.
Whareorino, Barkers Property – This area
is possibly subject to a future aerial 1080
project. The landowner is working with
WRC to determine an alternative control
plan. Trend monitoring was undertaken to
help inform this process.
5.

Auditing

A selected number of PPCA control
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Achieved
12 PPCA operational audits were carried
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Performance measures

Achievements

areas (covering both ground based
and aerial control) are audited using
council auditing standard operating
procedures (SOP).

out during the financial year. These audits
were undertaken prior to completion of the
projects.

All auditing requirements are met within
the timeframes of each PPCA project.

Four VTA decontamination audits were also
carried out for PPCA projects during the
financial year.

Any breaches are resolved within the All identified breaches were addressed
timeframes of each PPCA project and satisfactorily according to appropriate
following the Auditing SOP guidelines.
SOPs, EPA, and/or Public Health
requirements.
EPA reporting for aerial 1080 operations
submitted within four months of EPA reports for aerial 1080 operations were
completion of aerial work.
submitted by the contractor within required
timeframes.
All aerial operations are audited. Every
contractor is audited at least once per
year. Any new contractors have their
first contract audited.

The two aerial operations contracted by the
Council during the 2013/14 financial year
were audited. They were Te Tapui B
(operation was originally scheduled for
12/13) and Whareorino Bush.

Hamilton Halo

Achieved

Undertake ship rat and possum
maintenance control to enhance
native bird nesting success at sites
within the Hamilton Halo area (20
kilometre radius from the city centre),
by 30 December 2013.






Old Mountain Road (Hope Bush)
Old Mountain Road (Johnstone)
Te Miro
Mangakawa
Bridal Veil Falls

Post
operational
monitoring

The results for Halo pest control operations,
carried out in Winter/Spring 2013 are
shown below. All sites met the 5% RTI
requirement.
OMR (Hope Bush)
Rats = 1.18% RTI
OMR (Johnstone)
Rats = 0.0% RTI

Undertake
post-operational
Rat
Tracking Index (RTI) performance Te Miro
monitoring at sites mentioned above to Rats = 1.67% RTI
ensure the 5% RTI performance
Maungakawa
measure is being met by contractors
Rats = 3.33% RTI
Bridal Veil Falls
Rats = 1.43% RTI

Undertake RTI trend monitoring in RTI trend monitoring
January to ascertain the population
Achieved in part
index of rats in all Halo sites.
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performance

Performance measures

Achievements
In order to reduce costs, this year it was
decided not to continue undertaking the
annual January trend monitor. Given that
Hamilton Halo has now been running for
seven years, staff now have a good
knowledge of rat recovery trends following
control operations, and therefore the
January monitor is no longer considered
necessary.
Trend monitoring still takes place in early
winter (prior to contractors starting their
control work), and these results are outlined
below.
OMR (Hope Bush)
Rats = 52.07% RTI (May 2014)
OMR (Johnstone)
Rats = 38.50% RTI (May 2014)
Te Miro
Rats = 60.00% RTI (June 2014)
Maungakawa
Rats = 86.67% RTI (June 2014)
Bridal Veil Falls
Rats = 27.76% RTI (Feb 2014)
Rats = 60.00% RTI (June 2014)

Multi–year contracts were awarded for Achieved
these sites during 2012/13.
Multi-year contracts were successfully
awarded for Bridal Veil Falls, Old Mountain
Road (Hope), Old Mountain Road
(Johnstone), Te Miro and Maungakawa
sites. Going forward all sites will be
tendered as multi-year contracts (three
years).
For Tirohanga Road, due to significantly
higher than expected costs being tendered
for this site, a single year contract was
awarded. Pending the outcome of an LTP
business case for additional funding, control
in years two and three are on hold.
Communications

Achieved

The “Insight” regional newsletter
The Insight newsletter format was reviewed
produced on PPCA activities and
by October 2013 and distributed four times
circulated to all landowners in the
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Performance measures

Achievements

PPCA areas.

during the year.

Review of the format of “Insight” The outcome of the review has resulted in;
newsletter complete by 1 October 2013.
 Increased use of photos and graphics
 Addition
of
content
to
inform
Newsletter frequency to be reviewed by
landowners
about
other
animal
or
plant
1 October 2013
pests
 Providing more information about
Writing and distribution of the newsletter
entertaining or little known possum
to be aligned with the outcomes of the
control facts
review. New addition to be distributed

Features on landowners involved in
by 1 December 2013.
their own pest control projects to guide
and inspire others.
 Continued
provision
of
project
information and RTC results
 An emphasis on the biodiversity
benefits of control.
 The frequency has been altered to be
seasonal, four editions per year.
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Figure 2

Regional priority possum control operations 2013/2014
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3.4.6 Regional priority biodiversity sites
The Waikato region is a unique biodiversity stronghold with a variety of ecosystems.
These ecosystems provide critical habitats for indigenous fauna, flora and micro
organisms. Indigenous systems also provide a range of fundamental ecological
functions. They are part of the natural heritage of the region.
However, large areas of these ecosystems are threatened by introduced plant and
animal pests, intensification of agriculture, land modification and overall development of
the region. Approximately 22 endemic species have become extinct in the region, and
223 indigenous species are known to be threatened. The ongoing loss of New Zealand’s
indigenous biodiversity has been the subject of a national strategy. There is a need for
WRC to identify and prioritise parts of these ecosystems in order to manage and protect
them most effectively.
This project aims to enhance, or at least maintain, significant indigenous ecosystems
(remnant forest and wetlands) on privately owned land across the Waikato region,
through working cooperatively with individual landowners, community groups, iwi groups,
district councils and DOC. It is one of a range of activities being undertaken as a means
to address the decline of biodiversity values in the Waikato region.
The project takes a site-led, rather than a species-led, approach to pest management.
This allows WRC to take a more holistic and integrated approach to pest control based
on the particular threats to a site. It is not just about pest control either. Stock exclusion
through fencing, replanting of native species and land acquisition are other management
methods to combat the decline of biodiversity values.

Budget
Actual expenditure
Performance measures

$855,794
$792,150
Comments

Provide guidance and advice to the Achieved
Hamilton City Council on gully pest
An MOU was signed off between WRC
control programmes.
and Hamilton City Council. There are
Timely and accurate advice provided.
plans to focus combined pest control
efforts into specific sites using the Halo
methodology.
Undertake pre and post monitoring of Achieved
pest animals in Hamilton City. The gully
sites where pest control is initiated by
Hamilton City Council. The method to be Several sites were monitored with chew
cards and results presented to the
used for detection: chew cards.
Hamilton City Council.
Use pre and post monitoring results to
report on the success of Hamilton City
Council pest control.
Significant
Natural
Areas
(SNA’s) Achieved
management project – implementing
ecological restoration projects at a
Ecological restoration projects are being
minimum of six priority sites across the
carried out at 41 sites across the region,
Waikato.
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The restoration management process will
be:
 Analysis of SNA: Ranking, ecological
significance, ecological connectivity.
 Landowner
engagement
and
willingness to restore.
Management plan for the SNA drawn up
and agreed to by the landowner.

taking in a range of ecosystems including
geothermal, lakes, lowland forests and
wetlands with strong partnerships with
landowners, iwi and other agencies. Sites
being restored included:
 Pehitawa Kahikatea forest near Te
Kuiti – Extensive weed survey and
control.
 Hikuai Ti Kouka, a rare cabbage tree
wetland habitat near Tairua – weed
control and animal pest control, as
well as planting 3,500 trees.
 Lake Harihari, an exceptional dune
lake near Kawhia – planting and weed
control. A total of 6600 plants were
established around the lake margin.
 Papakura Wetland, Oparau Station
situated near Kawhia – planting and
weed control. A total of 11,000 plants
were established throughout the
wetland complex.
 Wharekawa/ Ohui coastal Wetland –
control saltwater paspalum, an
invasive grass that can take over
estuaries and reduce habitat for fish
and birds.
Work at some sites was delayed or
cancelled due to staff leaving WRC.

Small Scale Community Initiatives Fund
Achieved
(SSCIF) - community pest control
assistance provided to groups that are
A total of 27 pest control projects were
undertaking pest control in their local
funded.
area on their own initiative, and require
support by way of advice and funding up
to $75,000 available.
By June 2013, invite community groups to
apply for pest control funds. Assessment of
applications and allocation of funds
completed by August 2013.
Provide bat awareness in the Hamilton Achieved
area through the Project Echo initiative.
 Approximately 26 artificial bat roosts
have been installed at key sites in the
Create awareness of bats and the threats to
city to date, and are monitored
their survival in Hamilton and surrounding
annually for use.
areas through:
 A ‘Bat Fun Day’ was run at Hamilton
 trial bat roosting boxes in selected
Gardens in April 2014.
areas to establish whether they are
suitable habitat enhancement tools.
 Informational talks were given to a
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range of schools
throughout the year.

and

groups

 Project Echo was well represented
and made several presentations at
the Fourth NZ Bat Conference.

 Promote the use of bat detectors
(loaned out by Hamilton Gardens)
by members of the public to record
presence/absence of bats in their
area.

Photo 11

Achieved
 Six bat detectors are held at Hamilton
Gardens Information Centre for free
use by members of the public, who
are encouraged to complete the web
sightings form.

Bat Fun Day at Hamilton Gardens in April 2014

3.5 Potential pest management
3.5.1 Potential plant and animal pests
There are a number of pests that have the potential to become invasive organisms in the
region. There is a regional need to manage the risks imposed by these pests. The pests
include those not yet found in the region, those known to be in isolated parts of the
region but could translocate to new sites, or known to be across the whole region (in
varying densities), but their effects are not fully understood.
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WRC needs to be able to respond to new incursions through:
 an effective surveillance programme to detect incursions
 an ability to apply direct control measures as quickly and effectively as
possible.

Budget
Actual expenditure

$139,979
$145,244

Performance Measures

Achievements

Develop tools and relationships to
formulate
a
practical
surveillance
strategy,
with
resulting
response
procedures for the region, to respond to
high priority potential pests.

There is ongoing collaboration with
Integrated Catchment Management
(ICM) works group contractors and staff
through attending their operations
meetings,
encouraging
machine
hygiene and encouraging reporting for
Identify useful and existing avenues for the pests to biosecurity.
reporting of new pest plants and new pest
plant infestations.
Two field workshops were undertaken
Develop a surveillance programme which for community groups who are involved
promotes public participation by enabling in environmental restoration. This was
seamless reporting of suspected pest plants to help with their monitoring and control
skills as well as plant identification.
with effective follow-up by the Council.
Nature
Watch
website
Respond, where appropriate, to potential The
is
being
pest incursions where there is evidence that (www.naturewatch.org.nz)
promoted
as
the
tool
to
send
through
proactive control would be beneficial.
any weed sightings.
WRC BIS database capability reviewed to
ensure user friendly input, retrieval and
manipulation of data is possible.

3.5.2 National partnerships
The RPMS signals that partnerships with MPI in particular, would be considered.
Current relationships of a formal nature with MPI include the National Pest Plant Accord
(the Accord) and the management of white bryony and Manchurian wild rice. MPI
warrants council staff/contractors to implement the Accord on its behalf, while WRC is
contracted by MPI to manage the two national invasive pest plants.
Other partnership work in the past has been in relation to assisting with one-off projects
such as surveillance/monitoring associated with Asian gypsy moth and assisting MPI and
the Central North Island Didymo Action Group with river monitoring surveys for didymo
presence/absence.
Some biosecurity incursion responses would, in WRC’s opinion, require central
government to be the lead agency (e.g. marine and forestry incursions) and others that
WRC would potentially partner with MPI (e.g. National Pest Plant Accord).
Another multi-agency project initiated this year was a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) formalising the agreement of eight organisations to work collaboratively to protect
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the Desert Road landscape from the adverse effects of three legume pest plants: broom,
gorse and tree/yellow lupin.

Budget
Actual expenditure

$309,323
$544,539

Performance Measures

Comments

Inspect all known nursery and plant Achieved
retail outlets in the Waikato region, to
ensure that they comply with the
National Pest Plant Accord, in relation
to
the
selling,
propagating
or
distribution of plant pests that are
banned.
All known nursery and plant retail outlets Most nurseries and garden centres were
are inspected at least annually, by 30 inspected. No compliance issues noted.
June 2014. Results are recorded in the
NPPA database.
Staff received refresher training from MPI
and had their NPPA authorisations
Provide information and advice to outlets
renewed.
and provide NPPA booklets.
Implement, with MPI, an ongoing
partnership, and contracts for the
management
and
control
of
Manchurian wild rice and white bryony.
Undertake control, as appropriate,
under these contract provisions.

Achieved
After putting the white bryony programme
on hold for reassessment last season,
MPI funded the Waikato project again this
year. Contractors and WRC carried out
two rounds of survey and control at the
Aria and Mokauiti sites. White bryony
appears to be on track for eradication with
only six plants found and destroyed this
season.
Direct control of all known infestations of
Manchurian wild rice was carried out and
densities recorded. Progress is slow on
reducing the main infestation (Turua) of
this pest plant. In order to assess a
different control method, an airboat was
used to target some areas using gun and
hose rather than aerial application. This
method appears to be more effective but
further
monitoring
is
needed.
A
recommendation was made to MPI that a
best practice workshop is organised with
others involved in Manchurian wild rice.
This is scheduled for next season.

Direct control carried out for Manchurian Annual reports for white bryony and
wild rice, white bryony and sea spurge as Manchurian wild rice were produced for
per MPI contracts, within budgets agreed. MPI.
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Sea spurge
Reports
completed
specifications.

as

per

MPI

The sea spurge eradication is an MPI led
response. Since its discovery MPI set up
a working group incorporating DOC and
WRC. This group has been working
collaboratively to manage the eradication
and surveillance of this pest.
MPI
provides funding and WRC is responsible
for carrying out the operational activities
for the response.
Three site visits were carried out over the
growing season. The visits were timed as
to not allow any plants to flower and
produce seed. The control method at
each visit was to physically remove any
seedlings and take them off site.
There are two main infestation areas that
had seeding plants from the original 2012
discovery. The main infestation area (200
plus plants found) and the outlier area
(one flowering plant found).
The site was systematically searched
(from the slip to the cliff) until satisfied
every area had been checked and that
there was no chance of a seedling being
left. This meant that the site was walked
over 9 or 10 times per visit, at times
searching on hands and knees checking
through flotsam and jetsam and debris.
To date no plants have been left unfound
at this site.

The “Sea Spurge (Euphorbia paralias)
Annual Operational Report 2013/14”
covers more detail.
Phytophthora taxon Agathis (PTA) – Achieved
kauri dieback project
Continue to actively participate within the
multi-agency kauri dieback project that
includes MPI, DOC, Auckland Council,
Northland Regional Council, Waikato
Regional Council and Bay of Plenty
Regional Council.

WRC staff actively participated in the
national
programme
by
way
of
representation both on the national
operations work stream and the
programme’s leadership team.

The extent to resources allocated to kauri
Provision of annual funding to assist with dieback was increased from April 2014
the implementation of this project, such as onward with the first infected site being
education and awareness, site inspections found in the Coromandel Peninsula.
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and ad hoc soil samples to confirm or
inspect for the presence or absence of
PTA in kauri stands on private land within
the region.

WRC staff were involved in all aspects of
the response activities including aerial
and ground surveillance, soil sampling
and community engagement.

Respond and investigate all reports of Investigated all reports of kauri suffering
kauri suffering from ill health within the from all ill health – all except one case
Waikato and Bay of Plenty regions.
was due to environmental stresses rather
than kauri dieback disease.
The
exception was the initial infected site on
the Coromandel.
Continue to increase public awareness of
PTA through presentations to recreational
and other interest groups; attendance of
workshops and talks to school groups.

Photo 12
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Public awareness has increased as a
result of the infected site being identified
in the Coromandel. Over the course of
the 2013/14 financial year WRC staff
presented to a variety of interest groups
and organisations including the likes of
Rotary, garden clubs and education
institutes both in the Waikato and Bay of
Plenty regions.

Staff from WRC, DOC, Ngati Huarere, Kauri 2000 and Ernslaw One forestry
soil sampling for kauri dieback at Tohetea Stream, Whangapoua,
Coromandel

3.6 Crown RPMS obligations
3.6.1 The Crown,
expectations

the

Biosecurity

Act

and

regional

councils’

The Council spends approximately $6 million a year on pest control, spending that is an
important part of its work to protect the health of the regional economy and the
environment. This money helps deal with a range of animal pests that threaten primary
production and biodiversity and with pest plants that infest pasture and clog waterways.
The Waikato’s reliance on agriculture, forestry and tourism makes it particularly
vulnerable to the economic threats posed by any uncontrolled introduced pests. WRC
wants to make sure the region is well prepared to handle these existing pests and any
new threats that may emerge in the future. The council is also determined to extract the
greatest value from the spending on pest control, particularly by ensuring that central
government is paying its fair share.

3.6.2 Department of Conservation (DOC) funded projects – 2013/14
WRC currently has an informal annual agreement with DOC to a contribution which
specifically targets animal and plant pest problems on public conservation land which
exacerbate pest problems on neighbouring privately owned land.
The total amount of funding under this programme is limited to $141,000 per annum. The
following table outlines the RPMP/DOC works programme completed during 2013/14.
Area or name of reserve
(table updated 25/09/14)

Pest species

Kaimai-Mamaku FP - western
side

Climbing spindleberry

North Waikato Wetlands

Alligator weed/yellow flag
iris

Budget

Completed?

$ 500

Yes

$30,000

Yes

Te Kauri Park SR - Kawhia

Cathedral bells, ginger

$2,000

No – Due to delivery
review work was not
completed at this site but
by arrangement with
WRC work at another site
(Opuatia) focussed on
Yellow Flag Iris

Karangahake Gorge, Waikino

Woolly nightshade,
pampas, gorse

$8,000

Yes

Kaimai-Mamaku western
boundary

Pampas, broom, privet,
ginger

$5,000

Yes

Waikawau Bay

Woolly nightshade

$3,000

Yes

Cathedral Cove

Woolly nightshade, gorse,
moth plant

$9,000

No – Ran out of time for
contractors to perform
work. Approx $4,500
spent on vigilant gel

Whenuakite

Woolly nightshade

$3,000

No

Monument Road, Thames

Gorse, asparagus,
cathedral bells, privet

$5,000

Yes
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Monument Road, Thames

Weed and restoration
plan

$6,500

Yes

Kawhia Harbour Scenic
Reserves

Ginger, pampas

$6,000

Yes

Maniapoto aerial pampas

Pampas

$15,000

Yes

Maniapoto general boundary
and roadside control

Gorse, ragwort, ginger,
pampas

$2,000

Yes – most money spent
on pampas in consultation
with WRC.

Rabbits

$5,000

No – see explanation
below

$5,000

$2,703 spent – see
explanation below

$7,000

$13,000 spent ($6,000
from DOC)

$2,000

No

$2,000

No

TDC Rabbit Management
Plan (Taupo lake shore
reserves)
Taupo reserves, Mine Bay
SR and Oruatua RR, Awaroa
RR, 5 Mile Bay
Mokau
Kaihere
Raglan

Rum cherry, Taiwan
cherry, Pinus contorta,
gorse
Woolly nightshade,
pampas
Woolly nightshade,
pampas
Woolly nightshade, gorse,
privet, ginger, pampas

Waikato general boundary
and roadside control

Woolly nightshade, gorse,
privet, ginger, pampas

$5,000

No - funds were
aggregated from Kaihere
and Raglan and $10,000
spent on daly Pine
control/eradication trials
at an agreed priority site
at Mt Karioi

Desert Road

Broom

$2,000

Managed by WRC

DOC Reserves within PPCAs

Possums

$18,000

Managed by WRC

Total

$141,000

The majority of operations went ahead in 2013/14 as planned. The exceptions to
planned work were as follows:


The rabbit control operation as part of the Taupo District Council (TDC) lake
shore reserves was not completed because of an MOU between TDC, WRC and
DOC that allows for greater collaboration and efficiencies for rabbit control. DOC
staff consulted with WRC regarding this work. Timing was not suitable for a rabbit
control operation once the MOU had been established. It is scheduled to take
place in September 2014.



The Taupo reserves rum cherry and Taiwan cherry operation had $2,297 of the
$5000 budget remaining at the end of financial year. The reason for this underspend is the change of strategy for targeting the different cherry species in
alternate years because of the different flowering times of each species. Rum
cherry starts flowering in August and Taiwan cherry in March. Furthermore, the
cherry control has changed to target saplings rather than seedlings due to low
seedling survival.



The $2,000 for Kaihere and $2,000 for Raglan was spent on daly pine
control/eradication at Mount Karioi after consultation between DOC and WRC.
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Cathedral Cove and Whenuakite were not achieved because the contractors
were unavailable to perform the work. Approximately $4,500 was spent on
chemical (vigilant gel) for the work to be completed in the coming year.
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Appendix 1:

Agrichemicals used by the Biosecurity team in implementation of the RPMP

Herbicides – used in relation to WRC direct control work – refers to pages 17-19, 27-32 and 52-53 in RPMP
Annual Report.
Metsulfuron
Picloram
Haloxyfop
Imazapyr
Triclopyr
Glyphosate

Associate
alligator weed, yellow flag
Conquest, Tordon Brush, Vigilant (gel)
boneseed, ginger, woolly nightshade (shrubs)
Gallant, Hurricane, Agpro Haloyxfop
grass specific - Manchurian wild rice, spartina, African feather grass
Unimaz
alligator weed, Japanese knotweed
Grazon, X-Tree Basal
contorta, woolly nightshade
Orion glyphosate 360, Roundup Renew, Weedmaster – various uses, in conjunction with metsulfuron mainly

Pesticides (vertebrate toxic agents) – used in relation to WRC direct control work – pages 19-20 (rooks) and 3747 (possums/rats) in RPMP Annual Report
Sodium Cyanide

Feratox

Encapsulated pill

Biodegradable bait bag or device, bait
stations – all PPCA areas

Possum, rats

Brodifacoum

Pestoff

Cereal pellets

Bait stations – all PPCA areas

Possum, rats

Cholecalciferol

Feracol, Decal,

Paste

Biodegradable devices, bait stations

Possum, rats

Sodium Monofluoroacetate

DRC 1080

Cereal pellets, solution

Diphacinone

Rat-a-bate

Paste

2-pivaloyl-1,3-indandione

Pindone

Cereal pellets

Bait stations – PPCA’s, Taupo rabbits

Possum, rats,
rabbits

Magnesium Phosphide

Magtoxin

Fumigant

Applied into burrow entrances –
Taupo mainly

Rabbits

3-Chloro-p-toluidine hydrochloride

DRC1339 Starlicide

Powder mixed into paste

Applied to nests – Taupo, Miranda

Rooks
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Bait stations, aerial application
PPCA’s
Biodegradable devices, bait stations –
halo project

Possum, rats,
Rats
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